
HDRhub
UWA’s new online HDR 
Candidature Management System

Graduate Research School
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Overview
The project:
• Management of HDR candidature from pre-application

to examination

What it will do:
• HDRhub will be a comprehensive and time saving solution that 

will stream line administrative processes in HDR candidature.
• The system will affect everyone involved in the candidature of a 

HDR student, ie: supervisory team, GRC, Head of School, 
examiners, and the GRS.

Highlights:
• Removal of paper and pdf forms, wet signatures and email 

clutter
• Workflow immediately directed to relevant approver
• Visual display of application status and audit trail
• Milestone and task alerts and subsequent reminders
• Project history of everything ever done during candidature
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The landing page or home page, will display news and access to a student’s profile page and 
project page. A help button on the top right hand side is available to request assistance within the 
system.
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The ‘My record’ button shows the HDR candidature profile page, displaying key information about 
a student.
Information about a student’s candidature and project, is provided within the project page, found 
under the HDR Candidate Research Project button.



The project page displays all key candidature information in one screen. 
Functions or forms, available during candidature can be accessed by the menu items on the right.
(continued on next page)



The project page (continued)



Milestones and goals displays the tasks required to be achieved during candidature. These can be 
viewed by ghant chart, timeline or in table. Alerts for upcoming milestones are sent via email. Red 
highlights denote an overdue milestone.



Variations to candidature can be actioned via the menu under ‘Candidature management’.



All users will have real time visibility of applications at all times. 
In this example, a student is starting a suspension application, the system displays the status and 
where the application is located, the system will also issue a prompt to submit.



Once submitted, an email task notification is sent to the approver, and a task appears in the 
approver’s tray.

Email task notification

Task tray and task list



As an application progresses via the Coordinating supervisor, the task list expands to show the date and time of 
the action and the person who performed the action. The status shows with whom the application is currently 
with. When it reaches the GRS, the status will show that it is with the GRS for action.



When a request has been actioned by the GRS, an email will be sent advising the outcome. The 
status on the project page may change, and the application will be saved in the system for review 
and future reference.

Outcome email

Applications are saved



Applications to enrol in coursework units or to enrol in a concurrent program can be submitted under the 
Coursework button.



Requests for overseas travel, annual recreation leave, sick leave and professional development leave can be 
submitted via the Absence menu item. Absences already taken for the year will be displayed annually.



Research proposal is required in the first year and Interim reports are required on an ad hoc basis. However, 
Annual reports will look slightly different as they will now align with the phase of candidature. When creating a 
new progress review application, the appropriate progress review will appear.



HDRhub has a comprehensive Training and Events function. A student can analyse and prioritise 
training needs to formulate a training plan that will meet each development objective.
All GRS events can be linked to the skills assessment to inform the student’s training plan.



GRS can organise or include events in the calendar that can be linked to the skills assessment to 



Either a student or a supervisor can organise a supervision meeting in the system, and issue the 
meeting request. A record of the meeting and agreed follow-up actions can be included for 
mutual agreement.



A record of all meetings, notes and outcomes is maintained within the system.



A basic project budget can be created and maintained. When edited, all versions of the budget 
are maintained for easy review. This budget does not link to other University financial systems.



If a student holds a scholarship, the details will be displayed under the Scholarship button.
Also from this menu item, a applications for financial support via the GRS Travel Award can be 
submitted. If a scholarship is to be relinquished, the application can be found here.



Internships and other research engagement opportunities can be lodged by submitting a request 
under the Research End User Engagement (REUE) menu item. This activity has 3 sub components, 
where the Application, Confirmation and Reporting of REUE activities can be recorded. 



Examinations are actioned entirely through the system, including viva arrangements, and 
examiner’s reports. The actions for examinations flow sequentially, commencing with the Intention 
to submit’ notification.



All users can upload documents to their profile under different categories.
Files uploaded here, can be viewable by supervisors and staff.



The project history page will display all activity that has taken place during candidature in one 
screen. Hyper links will provide direct access to that application within the system.



Any changes to the supervisory team will be displayed after approval and available throughout 
h  did




